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HIV/AIDS is a global health threat, causing millions of deaths and suffering to AIDS patients and
their families. Though Hong Kong has maintained
a low HIV prevalence all these years, we cannot
afford to be complacent and must continue to work
hard on all fronts. Since its establishment in 1991,
the Hong Kong AIDS Foundation has played a pivotal role in the battle against HIV/AIDS by enhancing public awareness, promoting preventive measures (especially among the high-risk groups) and
fostering a caring and supportive environment for
people living with HIV/AIDS. The Foundation has
also developed partnership with other regional international organisations in forming a valuable international support network.
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My heartfelt thanks go to all Board Members,
staff and volunteers of Hong Kong AIDS Foundation.
Their exemplary dedication and hard work in pursuing such meaningful courses are indeed laudable.
I wish the Foundation every success in the years
ahead.
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Hong Kong AIDS Foundation was established
in 1991 and is a non-governmental social service
organisation. Our mission is to limit the spread of
HIV infection in the community and provide support
for those affected by HIV/AIDS.
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We aim to:
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- enhance public awareness of the HIV/AIDS
epidemic;
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- educate the public in HIV/AIDS;
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- provide a range of services needed by people
infected with HIV or otherwise affected by
HIV/AIDS; and
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- promote care and support for people living with
HIV/AIDS.
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Each year when I start to write the annual
report, I'll ask myself to quite down for a while so
that I can think about the progress of work on HIV
and AIDS in Hong Kong and in the world as well as
the role of the Hong Kong AIDS Foundation. I
believe, as Chairman of the Foundation, it is my duty
to keep abreast of the overall situation for the purpose of leading the Foundation to accomplish its
mission. With no exception for this year, I would like
to make a review on the past and express my view
on the way forward. At the same time, I would also
like to take this opportunity to share with you my
expectations of the Foundation.
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When the Foundation was set up, most people
in Hong Kong were not familiar with HIV infection;
some might have little understanding, some might
just take what was told, and some might even be
completely ignorant. On the whole, the public awareness of AIDS at that time was very low. As a medical doctor, I knew very well that the only way to protect our society and reduce the possible harm done
by AIDS was to educate the public in the disease
and the preventive measures and provide care and
support for people infected with or affected by HIV/
AIDS. It was against this background that the Foundation was established.
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In the past 15 years, we soldiered on in line
with our mission, promoting AIDS education and
providing care and support for people infected with
or affected by HIV/AIDS. In the first few years after
inauguration, we focused on the spreading of AIDS
knowledge in Hong Kong and worked unflinchingly
to fight for a caring environment for people living
with HIV/AIDS. With the march of the infection an
inexorable one and as a result of changes in the
environment, we considered it necessary to curb
the spread of the epidemic by not limiting our work
to the Hong Kong community. In fact, we learned
from experiences from other parts of the world that
the transmission of HIV had no boundaries and that
the effective way to combat this epidemic would require people from different places to collaborate and
work hand in hand with one another.
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For reasons stated above, the Foundation
started its involvement in regional and international
work. As a Chinese, we will never forget showing
our care for our motherland. While we were stepping gradually onto the international arena, we also
began the provision of support for mainland colleagues working on HIV/AIDS. I am grateful to all
members of the Foundation who, over the years,
have been working closely with me to translate our
beliefs and commitments into effective actions. I am
especially delighted to know that our staff have been
working tirelessly to play an important role in Hong
Kong, contribute a small yet vital part to our
motherland's prevention work on AIDS and make
the Foundation shine at the regional and global level.
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While we are pleased with the many achievements made, we have to remind ourselves that we
still have a lot to be accomplished. In the absence
of a cure and as long as there is discrimination, we
need to continue our work and resist complacency.
In the days to come, I hope we will be able to work
with related government departments, civil society
organisations and individuals supportive of the AIDS
cause, to make more contribution to the local
community, our motherland and the world and scale
new heights for the Foundation.
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Administration and Finance
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In the past year, the Foundation continued its
work in the local community, on the mainland and
with counterparts elsewhere. In view of the many
projects, activities and services, the demand for
administrative support from within and outside the
organisation was both a great and challenging one.
Despite a tight manpower situation, staff tried hard
and managed to make ends meet.
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Boards and Committees
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At intervals of two to three months, members of
the Executive Board and the Committees had meetings with the Secretariat to receive reports on work
progress and the financial position. At the same
time, members of the Executive Board and the Committees took the opportunity to give staff valuable
advice and guidance. To experience the work of
the Secretariat firsthand, members of the Boards
and the Committees often participated in activities
and projects of the Foundation.
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Communication with members has been an
important area of work of the Secretariat. Among
other things, the Foundation’s web-site and
quarterly publication “In Touch” have up-to-date information on our activities and projects and provide
an avenue for members to give us their views. Last
but not the least, members have all along been invited to participate in activities of the Foundation.
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Finance and Accounting



The various activities, services and projects in
the local community were financed by the AIDS Trust
Fund, other funding sources, donations and income
from the seed money. For projects on the mainland,
the Foundation received funding from the Maryknoll
China Service Project and the China AIDS Initiative.
Under the guidance and the advice of the Finance
Committee chaired by Mr. Stephen W.T. Liu, JP,
the Foundation was able to record a modest amount of
retained surplus as at the end of March 2006.
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"Set out happy, go home healthy" HIV preventive education programme for
cross-border travellers
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Introduction
Since the handover, there has been a large and
increasing number of travellers commuting between
Hong Kong, Macau and the mainland. The trend
has not only improved the economic situation, but
unfortunately also increased the spread of HIV. The
march of HIV has no boundaries and there is a need
to implement preventive education to curb its
proliferation. Last year, the Foundation launched
projects on HIV prevention at border checkpoints
namely: Lok Ma Chau, Macau and Zhuhai.
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Setting up of an enquiry counter and
distribution of educational materials
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An enquiry counter with the slogan "Set out
happy, go home healthy" was set up to draw the
attention of travellers passing through the
checkpoint. A tissue pack with a condom, basic
AIDS knowledge, information on the Foundation's
AIDS Helpline and the message "Wearing a raincoat (implying a condom), feeling safe and happy"
was distributed, with a view to increasing travellers'
awareness of safer sex practice and encouraging
them to take HIV testing if in doubt.
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With the help of volunteers, 304,000 sets of educational materials were distributed last year through
the three checkpoints and a few coach stations.
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Results of a survey

 !"#$%&'()*+,-./01!23

In order to understand more about the practice
of safer sex by cross-border travellers, a survey was
conducted with 2,104 copies of the questionnaire
collected. The findings showed that 90% of crossborder travellers would consider condom use after
knowing more about AIDS through our educational
programme and that 80% of the travellers would
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consider HIV testing after high-risk behaviours.
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From experience of the past years, the best way
to provide HIV preventive education for cross
border travellers is to have direct contact with
them at the border checkpoints. With more and
more travellers showing readiness to accept our
publicity material and taking HIV testing
voluntarily, our work targeting at cross border
travellers to raise their awareness of HIV, help
them develop a positive attitude and increase
their understanding of the disease, vital to combating the spread of HIV, has turned out to be a
success.
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"Project Man D" Sexual health for men
who have sex with men


Introduction

j~å=a=

"Project Man D" aims to provide basic yet comprehensive information on sexual health for MSM
(men who have sex with men) helping them understand the cause of high-risk sexual behaviour and
promoting among them safer sex and sexual health
from the physical, interpersonal and psychological
perspectives.
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Workshops
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Monthly workshops were held to provide a free
and relaxed environment for MSM to gather, discuss issues and share their concerns with each
other. Twenty-four workshop sessions, with the attendance of more than 700 MSM, were organised
focusing on topics such as physical and mental
health issues.
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Peer educators project
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Thirty-eight MSM received training as peer educators this year. The areas touched upon
included basic knowledge of HIV/AIDS, sexual and
psychological health for MSM, communication skills,
peer education, counselling and outreach. Subsequent to training, volunteers joined the various preventive programmes.
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Outreach service
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During the period, peer educators continued
their outreach service to the MSM community. 365
outreach sessions were conducted and 6,971 contacts were made in the local gay bars and karaoke
clubs during the year.
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Peer education and counselling service
Each week, the peer educators talked to their
friends about matters relating to sexual health for
MSM. Apart from talking to their peers face-to-face,
the peer educators also made use of email to
continue the discussions and maintain contacts.
1,267 peers were reached during this period.
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Distribution of educational materials
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Credit must be given to our peer educators who
contacted 34 gay businesses including saunas,
massage clubs, bookshops, cafe and bars
encouraging them to help give out educational
materials. In total, more than 13,000 educational
items were distributed during the period.
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A campaign to promote sexual health for MSM
"Healthy gay" was launched within the MSM
community, aiming at encouraging MSM to practise
safe sex by understanding the root cause of engaging in high-risk sexual behaviour.
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Men who have sex with men are still a “sexual
minority group” in the society. Without support
from friends and family, most of them have to
face their self-image, feelings and sexual issues
all by themselves, conducive to their adoption
of high-risk sexual behaviour. I believe that
support from peers and acceptance by family
and society will help surface their “underground”
issues.

“Healthy gay”
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“Have a safe business” HIV preventive education programme for
sex workers and their clients



Introduction
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Sex workers are commonly considered as
highly invisible and mobile and a vulnerable group.
Last year, we continued to promote condom use
and sexual health among sex workers, especially
one-brothel sex workers and their clients.
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Training of peer counsellors for outreach 
visits

!
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12 peer counsellors and volunteers joined the
8-session training on HIV/AIDS and STDs, sexual
health , occupational safety of the sex industry and
skills on communication and outreach. After the
training, all of them took part in the education project
for sex workers and their clients.
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The trained peer counsellors and volunteers
worked in teams to pay visits to sex workers. Last
year, they paid 300 visits to different locations on
the Hong Kong Island. Education materials and
condoms were distributed to the sex workers during the visits. Peer counsellors also talked to the
sex workers in a more in-depth way about safer sex
and negotiation skills when they were allowed to do
so.
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Sister Health Ambassadors
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Building up the capacity of female sex
workers
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Taking the working pattern of sex workers into
account, capacity building workshops, focusing on
practical advice on condom use and issues related
to sexual health and occupational safety, were held
in a relatively flexible and mobile way. The workshops were mainly held in the room of the sex workers with their friends working nearby encouraged to
join. Besides AIDS related messages, issues on
beauty, keep-fit, stress management were covered
as well.
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From our experience, peer education and
outreach are effective ways to deliver AIDS
preventive education to sex workers and their
clients. On the other hand, incorporation of AIDS
messages in occupational health is also a good
starting point to build up relationship with sex
workers.

Souvenir items for outreach service

 !"#$%&'
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“Beautiful body, beautiful mind” HIV preventive education programme
for youth-at-risk
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Introduction
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In the past year, we continued to implement sex
and AIDS education among youth-at-risk in the form
of intensive group sessions. Usually young people
are curious about love and sex but have a low awareness of the consequences of risky sexual behaviour.
So, talking about love, romantic relationship, dating
strategy is a good entry point to talk about sexual
relationship. When we have created the atmosphere
and the mutual trust to talk about sex, we can then
discuss with the participants about AIDS, sexually
transmitted disease, pregnancy and safer sex in
detail.
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Workshops



18 groups were delivered through interactive
games, discussions and audio-visual aids, which
helped reduce participants’ embarrassment in
talking about sex and motivate them to learn.
Special sections were included to act as a kind of
incentive and a means to boost confidence among
youth. Image building workshops including makeup and nail beauty were arranged for participants
to enhance their positive self-image.
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Knowledge alone could not help the youth at risk
refrain from risky behaviour. Their behaviour is
somehow related to their physical and
psychological status, self-image and interpersonal relationship. From the feedback of
participants, it was found that group work is quite
an effective means to cultivate norms among
youth. With young people easily influenced by
peers, putting them together to acquire knowledge and skills for dealing with sexual relationship in a relaxed atmosphere could surely help
them develop a proper attitude towards love and
sex.
Educational materials

23
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"Love yourself, you have say!" - School AIDS education project

 !"#$%&'()*+&',-./0

With the support of the Apple Daily Charitable
Foundation, 66 talks/workshops were held in
different primary and secondary schools, reaching
a total of 10,000 youngsters. "Positive Lives"
exhibition panels were shown during the education
sessions to enhance understanding and supportive
attitude towards people living with HIV.
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Exhibition panels
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"Sunshine after the rain" HIV preventive education and harm
reduction project for drug users
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Introduction

 !"#$%&'()*+,-./012

To disseminate message on harm reduction and
AIDS prevention among drug users, various kinds
of educational activities were conducted in
different settings to meet the needs of drug users.
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Educational workshops
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Through interactive workshops/group sessions,
message on AIDS prevention, harm reduction, sexually transmitted diseases, negotiation skills, sexual
health, attitude towards sex were discussed in detail.
103 sessions of workshop and 10 intensive groups
were conducted for 1,073 ex-drug users under residential treatment and in rehabilitation centres.
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Peer educator training and outreach education
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Peer-led programme is regarded as an
effective approach for vulnerable groups. 15 ex-drug
users were trained as "Love Reach Ambassadors"
and participated actively in the outreach visits at
methadone clinics with staff of the Foundation
after the training. 80 sessions of outreach visits were
made to various methadone clinics in Hong Kong.
The service reached 1,820 targets and 1,990 copies of educational materials were distributed.
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With a rapid increase in HIV cases among drug
users in our nearby regions such as Taiwan and
the mainland, it is of utmost importance to sustain the effort on harm reduction and AIDS prevention for drug users under or outside treatment and rehabilitation settings in Hong Kong.

 !"#$%&'()*+,-

Promotion
materials
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HIV support services
The advance in treatment and the availability
of drugs for PLWH in Hong Kong have resulted in
an improvement in health situation of PLWH. The
focus of our HIV support services has moved towards enhancing the ability of PLWH to manage their
own lives more effectively.
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Counselling service
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Counselling service was provided for more than
50 PLWH along with their family members during
2005/2006. The key areas for the counselling
service included issues related to newly diagnosed
clients, treatment and drug regimen, relationships,
discrimination, death etc.
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Support group

!



Both the Cantonese and English speaking support groups met on 14 occasions during the year
with more than 30 PLWH attending the group
sessions. The participants were able to get some
valuable insights into their problems through
mutual sharing and friendship.
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Resource corner



The Service Section also provided tangible and
substantial support for our clients through the resources corner. The items available included
refrigerator, wheelchair, rice cooker, etc with four
on loan to our clients.
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Educational materials
 !"
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Referral service

!

PLWH sometimes encountered problems requiring professional assistance. During the year, 4
PLWH were referred for insurance advice and
3 PLWH were referred for legal advice.



PLWH voluntary service
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During the year, volunteers provided various
services and 10 PLWH volunteers undertook 621
voluntary sessions for the Helpline, visiting and escort service, clerical duties and educational projects.
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Special projects
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Candle-light vigil
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The annual candle-light vigil was held for its
sixth time on 1 December, 2005. The planning,
preparation and production of this event was
undertaken entirely by a group of PLWH and their
family members. Over 20 people joined the
touching and meaningful event.
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Quilt project
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The on-going 'Quilt panels project' continued
to act as a healing process for those who had lost
their friends, family members and lovers to AIDS
and helped promote better understanding of the virus as well as inspired compassion for those living
with HIV and AIDS. Last year, many PLWH and
volunteers participated in this important project.
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One of the quilts

 !"#
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Volunteers Coordination
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In the past 15 years, the active participation of
our dedicated volunteers and their support had given
much impetus to work on HIV prevention and helped
generate a lot of positive feedback from the society.
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Recruitment and training of volunteers
In the past year, we organised 3 orientation
sessions and 5 training courses. A total of 36 new
comers completed the training and joined the Foundation as volunteers.
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Involvement and participation of volunteers
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Provision of service
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The volunteers were involved in services such
as Helpline, HIV testing, support group, and home
and hospital visits. At same time, some volunteers
gave assistance to seminars, sessions for sharing
experience, clerical duties, translation, production
of publications, and fund raising activities.
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Preventive education
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1) Publicity and education
Publicity and education have an important role
to play in the prevention of AIDS. In the past year,
volunteers participated in different HIV/AIDS education and publicity activities for different targets
such as the general public, sex workers and their
clients, cross-border travellers, men who have sex
with men and drug users, with the participation of 2,
000 volunteers.
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Participation of volunteers in the World
AIDS Campaign
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2) Peer education
Peer education is an effective way to promote
understanding of HIV/AIDS among young people.
As a result, the Foundation started the “Healthy
Young Ambassador Scheme” some years ago to
help curb the spread of the infection through encouraging young people to develop a healthy and
meaningful life. The Scheme has entered into its
twelfth year of implementation. Last year, 20 tertiary students participated in the training and service.
With the support of Committee members, the
Healthy Young Ambassadors implemented AIDS
education for different youth organisations and
universities. In the past year, activities were
organised for over 1,000 people coming from primary and secondary schools, universities, youth
centres and uniform groups.

OF
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Giving recognition to volunteers

 SM  !"#$%&' == !"# OR

To give recognition to volunteers for their
contribution, the Foundation organised the “Outstanding Volunteers Award Ceremony” in March
2006, which was well attended by around 60 volunteers and their friends. A total of 25 awards were
p re sented to 10 Outsta n d ing Volu n t e e rs ,
5 Outstanding Healthy Young Ambassadors,
6 dedicated members who had provided voluntary
service to the Foundation for 10 years and 15 years,
as well as 2 gold badge and 2 silver badge winners
of the Healthy Young Ambassador Badge Scheme.
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Outstanding volunteers
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Award winning volunteers
15 years of service




Ms. CHAN Siu Kuen

 !"

Ms. Ruth KO

 !"

Mr. Michael MAK

 !"

10 years of service



Mr. WON Mau Cheong

 !"

Ms. Isabella LAM

 !"

Mr. Ben KWONG

 !"

Outstanding volunteers



Mr. Dennis CHAN

 !"

Ms. HUI Wai Mun

 !"

Ms. Ruth KO

 !"

Mr. Michael MAK

 !"

Ms. Isabella LAM

 !"

Mr. Ben KWONG

 !"

Ms. Jacqueline LO

 !"

Mr. Ming POON

 !"

Ms. Fanny LO

 !"

Mr. Andy YAU

 !"

Outstanding Healthy Young Ambassadors



Ms. LAM Yuk Chun

 !"

Ms. CHU Tsz Ming

 !"

Ms. Ada KWOK

 !"

Ms. Polly CHAN

 !"

Ms. Eva CHONG

 !"

Healthy Young Ambassadors Badge Scheme
Gold badge

 !"#$%&'
=W

Ms. Carol AU

 !"

Ms. Ada KWOK

 !"

Silver badge

=W

Ms. Polly CHAN

 !"

Ms. Eva CHONG

 !"
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Publicity and Fundraising
Publicity



Newsletter - In Touch

==

The In Touch, a quarterly publication, has been
serving the purpose of communication with members including volunteers of the Foundation and others in the community, by providing information on
activities and projects, HIV/AIDS and related issues
for readers. There were four issues published in
the year 2005/2006 namely: April, July, October and
January. Copies of the newsletter were sent to
libraries, secondary schools, universities, government clinics and health centres including methadone
ones, hospitals, AIDS service NGOs, youth centres,
outreach agencies, district offices and the media.
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World AIDS Campaign

OS 

In support of the World AIDS Day, the Foundation organised an education and publicity event on
the theme "Stop AIDS: Keep the promise" on 26
November 2005 at the Shatin Town Hall Plaza. The
event, consisting of game booth, quilts display, puppet exhibition, "Positive Live" photo exhibition and
stage performance, appealed to the public for keeping their promises to take appropriate preventive
measures in their daily lives. There was also a
candle-light vigil held in the evening to remember
those died of AIDS. The event was attended by a
large number of participants and ended amid a
warm and loving atmosphere.
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On the early morning of the World AIDS Day,
volunteers of the Foundation distributed red ribbons
to the public in several districts, including Central,
Admiralty, Tsimshatsui, Tsuen Wan and Mongkok,
with a view to raising people’s awareness of AIDS.
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Media
The Foundation has been maintaining a close
relationship with the media. Through press
conferences, all kinds of interview, articles and personal stories, we expressed our beliefs and views
on social, economic and political issues related to
AIDS, publicised the Foundation’s programmes and
work and at the same time disseminated AIDS
messages.
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Fundraising
Red ribbon charity sale
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The Foundation organised charity sale of red
ribbon in the Queensway Plaza, Shatin Town Hall
Plaza and also on other occasions with a view to
making appeal for donation and publicising the
meaning of the international symbol.
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China AIDS Initiative

 !"#$%&'()*+,-./01"234

The Foundation started its partnership in 2004
with the China AIDS Initiative (CAI), which has
Dr. David Ho at the helm, and is an Aaron Diamond
AIDS Research Centre-led alliance in United States,
to help China accelerate its response to HIV/AIDS.
With the help of the Hong Kong Committee for CAI,
a fundraising gala dinner was held at Grand Hyatt
on 21 September, 2005 with Mr. Yao Ming as the
Guest of Honour. Yao, well known for not only his
association with basketball but his support for the
AIDS cause, has all along been involved in the fight
against the epidemic and promoting care and
support for people living with HIV/AIDS. The gala
dinner was later shown on TVB Jade appealing to
the public for making donation to support the AIDS
cause. The event had brought a substantial amount
of donation for HIV/AIDS projects on the mainland.
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Charity film premiere


The Foundation organised a charity film premiere on 21 February, 2006 with the film "Brokeback
Mountain" directed by the world famous Mr. Ang Lee.
The film premiere, with the help of Mrs. Alice Chiu,
Vice-chairman of the Foundation, turned out to be a
great success.
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Library and Information Service

!"#$%



The Foundation continued to open its Library
for public use through the making of appointments.
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Collection



The Foundation's Library has a collection of HIV/
AIDS materials including books, research papers,
journals, audio-visual aids, CD-ROMs, teaching kits,
slides and training models. At the same time, the
Foundation's Resource Corner has a large number
of Chinese books on HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases.
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The Library has also been collecting newspaper clippings on HIV/AIDS and grouping them under various topics on discrimination, prevention strategies,
statistics, research findings, education for teenagers,
new drugs and treatment. The newspaper clippings,
providing users useful information on the AIDS epidemic and its latest developments, have all along
been welcomed.
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Bilingual website and online AIDS mailbox

 !"#$%&'()*NINSS !"#$

The Foundation continued to use its website to
update visitors on its activities and projects related
to HIV/AIDS prevention. The AIDS mailbox received
last year 1,166 AIDS related enquiries made by
people from different places.
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Regional and International Collaboration
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The march of AIDS has no border. To curb the
spread of the epidemic, it is necessary for the Foundation to work not only with the local
community but with counterparts elsewhere.

 !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123*
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Working with the mainland
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In conjunction with the mainland counterparts,
the Foundation conducted 6 training courses on HIV/
AIDS programme planning in Hong Kong and 11
training courses on preventive education, counselling and nursing in different mainland cities. The
various training sessions were given very positive
feedback by the participants. Around 1,400 people
joined the training courses last year. Partnering
organisations of the Foundation included the
Maryknoll China Service Project, Catholic Relief
Services, China AIDS Initiative, The Chinese Association of STD/AIDS Prevention and Control and
some universities.
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Moreover, invited by partnering organisations,
the Foundation has been providing technical assistance and advice on management and supervision
for different mainland AIDS service projects, with a
view to sharing our experience with the mainland’s
counterparts and giving the utmost help to our motherland in combating the diease.
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Training programmes held in Hong Kong from April 2005 to March 2006
OMMR  Q  OMMS  P  !"#$%&'
Date

13-16/6/2005

Name of programme
 !
Programme planning course
 !"#$%&'()

Targets

Healthcare professionals and colleagues working on HIV/AIDS
 !"#$%&

18-22/7/2005

Programme planning course
 !"#$%&'()

Healthcare professionals and colleagues working on HIV/AIDS from Shanghai
 !"#$%&'()

20

5-9/9/2005

Programme planning course
 !"#$%&'()

Healthcare professionals and colleagues working on HIV/AIDS
 !"#$%&

33

14-18/11/2005

Programme planning course
 !"#$%&'()

Healthcare professionals and colleagues working on HIV/AIDS
 !"#$%&

30

27/2 - 3/3/2006

Programme planning course
 !"#$%&'()

Healthcare professionals and colleagues working on HIV/AIDS from Shanxi
 !"#$%&'()

29

13-16/3/2006

Programme planning course
 !"#$%&'()

Healthcare professionals and colleagues working on HIV/AIDS from Gansu
 !"#$%&'()

26

No. of participants
 !
30
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Training programmes organised on the mainland from April 2005 to March 2006
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Date

Name of programme

Place

Targets

No. of



 !"

 !



participants
 !

vìå=`ÜÉåÖ=`áíóI
14-16/4/2005

30/5-1/6/2005

11/7/2005

Training programme on preventive education

Yunnan,

Healthcare workers form Yunnan

and counselling

Kunming
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Training programme on preventive education

Yunnan,

Healthcare workers form Yunnan

and counselling

Kunming

 !"#$

 !"#$%&'()*+,



HIV/AIDS preventative education and

Taiyuan, Shanxi

Nursing students

discrimination

 !"#

 !"

Training programme on preventive education

Yunnan,

Healthcare workers form Yunnan

and counselling

Kunming
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Training programme on preventive education

Beijing

Professors from different universities

and counselling



 !"#!$%

Training programme on preventive education

Yunnan,

Healthcare workers form Yunnan

and counselling

Kunming
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Training programme on preventive education

Yunnan,

Healthcare workers form Yunnan

and counselling

Kunming
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Training programme on preventive education

Lanzhou,

Healthcare workers of Gansu CDC

and counselling

Gansu
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Training programme on preventive education

Yunnan,

Healthcare workers from Yunnan

and counselling

Kunming
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HIV/AIDS preventative education and

Shenyang,

University students

discrimination

Liaoning



 !"#$!%&'
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HIV/AIDS preventative education and

Shenyang,

Students of Shenyang Pharmaceutical

discrimination

Liaoning

University

 !"#$!%&'
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50

60

100

 !"#$!%&'
25-27/7/2005

3-5/8/2005

60

50

 !"#$%&'()*+,
3-5/8/2005

12-14/9/2005

10-14/10/2005

17-19/10/2005

29/12/2005

30/12/2005
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120

60

200

350
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The sixth internship programme
The sixth internship programme for mainland
colleagues was held from 20 Oct to 7 Nov 2005.
Eight frontline AIDS workers from different provinces
were invited to join the programme. Participants
were arranged to take part in different preventive
projects, activities and workshops in order to
experience the objective, strategies and skills of
running different preventive projects.
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Alumni Association - China Training Project



To enable participants of training courses to
maintain a link for further exchange of their
experience, the Foundation set up the “Alumni Association - China Training Project” in 2005, forging
their working relationship and providing them a platform for sharing and working together to fight the
AIDS epidemic. The inauguration of the Alumni Association was successfully held in May 2005 in
Beijing.
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Scholarship Fund

!
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The Scholarship Fund, set up by the
Foundation, aims to support members of the Alumni
Association to attend training and conference including local and international ones, with a view to providing them an opportunity to share with others elsewhere and scaling up their capacity for HIV and AIDS
prevention.
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Sponsored by the Scholarship Fund, four nursing experts from the mainland attended the “First
HIV Nursing Workshop” held in September 2005 at
the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Hong Kong.



!"Scholarship winners:-

=Name

 !==Name of organisation

 !"=Prof. Jianfen LIU

 !"#$%&'%(=School of Nursing, Peking Union Medical College

 !"=Prof. Xiaohan LI

 !"#$%#&=School of Nursing, China Medical School

 !" Ms. Kerong WANG  !"# Beijing Ditan Hospital
 !"=Prof. Suzhen LIU

 !"#$ Department of Nursing, Sichuan University
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At the regional and international level
The Foundation took a very active participation
in the 7th ICAAP in Japan from 1 to 5 July 2005.

!"#$




During the Congress, staff made a presentation on "upskilling and empowerment" relating to
people living with HIV/AIDS and mounted an
exhibition booth with mainland counterparts. In conjunction with The Chinese Association of STD/AIDS
Prevention and Control and The Chinese
Foundation for Prevention of STD and AIDS, and
supported by the UNAIDS, the Ford Foundation, the
Global Chinese AIDS Network and the China
Population Communication Centre, the Foundation
also organised a satellite meeting with the theme
"Enhancing community participation".
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On regional and international collaboration, the
Chief Executive (CE) of the Foundation has been
working for years with regional and international
bodies. She was appointed a member of the
Global Task Team on Improving AIDS Coordination
among Multilateral Institutions and International
Donors of the UNAIDS and a member of the
External Expert Reference Group of the Global Fund
to help develop civil society strategy. CE, as member of the Executive Committee of the AIDS Society,
Asia and the Pacific (ASAP), attended a meeting of
the Committee in Bangkok in February 2006.
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Web-site for the Global Chinese AIDS
Network (GCAN)
The Foundation, as secretariat to GCAN, has
been helping maintain and run the GCAN web-site
since its launch in 2004, providing a platform for
those working on HIV/AIDS to share information,
knowledge and experience on prevention of HIV/
AIDS in Chinese communities.
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^ÅâåçïäÉÇÖÉãÉåíë 
In the past year, many individuals, groups,
organisations and companies gave support to the
Foundation and the AIDS cause by contributing their
expertise, resources, time and money. May we take this
opportunity to thank them all and assure them that the
Foundation would continue its effort to prevent the further
spread of AIDS in the community and foster the development of a caring and supportive environment for people living with HIV.
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Hong Kong projects

 !

Abbott Laboratories
Action for Reach Out
AIDS Concern
Airport Authority Hong Kong
Apple Daily Charitable Foundation
BMCF Blessed Minority Christian Fellowship
C.H.O.I.C.E.
Chung Tung Yeung
Civil Rights for Sexual Diversities
Clearwater Bay School
The Coach Station of Motor Transport Company of
Guangdong and Hong Kong Limited
Correctional Services Department, HKSARG
Council for AIDS Trust Fund
DanceArt
Department of Health, Macau SAR
Edko Films Ltd
Dragon Foundation
English School Foundation
Equal Opportunities Commission
Freemen
Fringe Club
GayHK.com
GlaxoSmithKline
Hang Lung Properties
Home Affairs Bureau, HKSARG
Home Affairs Department, HKSARG
Hong Kong Coalition of AIDS Service Organisations
Hong Kong Committee for China AIDS Initiative
Hong Kong Federation of youth groups
Hong Kong Girl Guides Association
Hong Kong Island Region, Scout Association of HK
Hong Kong Police Force, HKSARG (Border District)
Hong Kong Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service
Hong Kong Society of Rehabilitation and Crime Prevention
Hong Kong St. John Ambulance
HORIZONS
Immigration Department, HKSARG
Kelvin Law Certified Public Accountant
Leisure and Cultural Services Department, HKSARG
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Chung Tung Yeung

Clearwater Bay School
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^ÅâåçïäÉÇÖÉãÉåíë 
Levi Strauss (Hong Kong) Ltd
Marine Department, HKSARG
Merck Sharp & Dohme (Asia) Ltd
Methadone Clinics, Department of Health, HKSARG
Mid Age Gay
Narcotics & Drug Administration, Department of Health,
HKSARG
New Hong Kong Bus
PCCW
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Project Play Safe, Caritas, HK
Red Point Cafe
Rico Enterprise Co
Roche HK Ltd
Robert W. H. Wang & Co
Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited
Mr. Rusy M. Shroff, MBE and wife
So Chor Wo, Jeffrey
Social Hygiene Service, Department of Health, HKSARG
Society for AIDS Care
Special Medical Service, Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Special Preventive Programme, Department of Health,
HKSARG
SSL Healthcare Hong Kong Limited
St. John's Cathedral HIV Education Centre
Sumore Corporation Limited
TeenAIDS
Tony Bar
True Light Middle School of Hong Kong
UNAIDS
Wally Matt
Witcrown Ltd

Levi Strauss (Hong Kong) Ltd
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Mr. Rusy M. Shroff, MBE and wife
So Chor Wo, Jeffrey
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SSL Healthcare Hong Kong Limited
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Wally Matt
Witcrown Ltd

Mainland projects

 !

Catholic Relief Services
Catholic Social Service Centre of Liaoning Diocese
Centre for Disease Control & Prevention of Shenyang
Centre for Disease Control & Prevention of Zhuhai and
Guangdong Province
China AIDS Network
Chinese Association of STD/AIDS Prevention and Control
Chinese Foundation for Prevention of STD and AIDS
Maryknoll China Service Project
Ministry of Health
Shenyang Association of STD/AIDS Prevention and Control
Professor Wang Longde, Vice-minister of Health
World Vision International - China Office

Catholic Relief Services
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Due to limited space, the Foundation cannot
acknowledge all people who have given us helping hands.
On behalf of the Foundation, we are grateful to all
volunteers and those who have been helping us over the
years.
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